GROUP 1

JOB TITLES
Supply Chain Manager / Director

Logistics Manager

Logistics Analyst

SHORT DEFINTION
Is in charge of the business strategy, the
allocation of resources (financial (budget),
material and human) the integration and
management of their area of logistics
specialism (including quality performance
management).
Is also responsible for the customer service
strategy, the reverse logistics strategy and
the implementation of changes.
Implements corporate logistics policy taking
into account all reverse logistics aspects (e.g.
he may design the return strategy for
packaging (returnable or damaged)
according to legislation in force, and is in
charge of customer service strategy.
Collaborates with customers and suppliers
on logistics matters. They need to be aware
of the cost effects and staffing implications
of logistics plans and decisions. They also
take action in response to performance
measurement results.
Performs logistics and marketing analysis
(market and competitors analysis) to
promote/increase brand identity by
identifying and gathering and spreading
information on the operation, its planning
and pricing, and providing advice and
consultation to others/relevant target
groups.
Monitors key performance indicators and
prepares reports about the results and
communicate with the supply chain &
logistics manager.
may also be asked to undertake special
research studies such as geo-marketing
research.

Logistics Engineer

Responsible for using information
technology (IT) for logistics planning and
simulation exercises to resolve problems in
the logistics area. From this he/she
develops and plans logistics activities.
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Logistics Controller

Logistics IT-Specialist

Logistics Supervisor

The logistics controller analyses costs and
monitors performance. They identify
problems, analyses them and proposes
possible solutions. They also support
relevant logistics projects.
The logistics IT specialist implements
software solutions along the supply chain,
integrating ICT systems inbound within the
company and outbound with providers,
suppliers and customers, and crossfunctional integration of database.
The logistics supervisor coordinates the daily
operations. However, in general terms they
ensure the optimal receipt, storage and
issue of goods, and to ensure that the
organisational standards are met.
Depending on the size of the organisation,
the supervisor may have a number of
smaller teams reporting to them

